Analytics

Improve Your
Decision-making
by Leveraging
Data Across your
Organization
Are you struggling to gain the insights needed
to improve your business from your existing
business data?
With the HatchWorks team of data experts, it’s never
been easier or more affordable to solve business
problems and uncover new opportunities using data.
Now, businesses of all sizes and across all industries
can take advantage of big data technologies and easily
collect, store, process, analyze, and share their data.
HatchWorks can help you see more value in your data by
migrating your data to a preferred cloud provider (public
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or private) then quickly building a front-end for you to
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start seeing powerful metrics about your business.
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HatchWorks’ process starts with helping you to define the key metrics needed by your business then
migrating your data and prototyping the designed data visualizations. This gives you a tool to build
organizational alignment - which saves you both time and money. Once the data is visualized, we start
developing your dashboards, choosing to build a fully custom developed interface or utilizing out of the
box software tools like Tableau, InVision, Cliq or QuickSights. We will let the requirements, defined by your
true business needs, determine the right technology for the project versus pushing certain tools on you, a
common practice of most technology services firms. Once key operational metrics are established, we can
leverage the untapped power of the data for artificial intelligence and machine learning which is enabled
by our data scientists and the intelligence of powerful data tools.

Benefits:
Cost Savings – centralized data
collection and governance reduces
overall expenditure

Security - ensures regulatory
compliance and security requirements
with audit capabilities

Speed to Market - enables teams by
increasing data access, scalability and
flexibility

Cloud Infrastructure - reliable and low
cost cloud infrastructure spurs innovation
and adoption
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